NEWSLETTER - May 2013

Wildlife Capture Specialists
Greetings from Alaska!
We have completed another safe capture season from our Colorado base in the lower 48. And
what a season it was. Quicksilver successfully captured thousands of animals in multiple states
just over the past few months. Without time to rest on our laurels, we are now beginning
another spring capture season in the Northern parts of our country. We thought we would
recap our winter season and by popular demand keep our loyal customers updated by issuing
another newsletter.

Net gunner Jayce Clark prepares to release
a very small 30-pound fawn.

This Utah bison was no match for net gunners
Chavi Florez and Toby Holland

Chavi Holds a large Colorado Rocky Mtn.
Bighorn caught at 13, 500 feet.

If one thing could be said for this years winter season it would be “this is a year of records”.
Unlike last year’s dreadful, snowless capture conditions, this year provided us exceptional
conditions in most parts of the country. Taking full advantage of the snow, Rick and Blake
were able to put up some tremendous capture records. Rick and his crew were able to net gun
an amazing 31 Elk in a single day. While Blake and his crew were able to put up an all time
Colorado record of 55 deer in a day. In addition to all sorts of high efficiency records, biologists
are still boasting incredibly low capture mortality rates.

Pilot Rick Swisher with a moose out of Choteau Montana.

A Typical Colorado landing scene with Blake
and Rick stacking deer up fast on the
largest Deer project in North America.

Pilot Blake Malo comforting a moose calf in
the Wasatch Mtns. Utah.

Sheep, moose, deer, wolves, bison, goats, owls, coyotes, pronghorn, elk, wolverine, musk
ox, bears, and caribou……...By chemical immobilization or the net, we have caught them all.
There is simply no other U.S. company that captures and takes biological samples on the
variety of natural wildlife species that Quicksilver does on a regular basis and YEAR ROUND.

Net Gunner Wes Livingston teaches
Jonathan Lewis, a young and promising
biologist, how to take samples on this ewe
in the Rocky Mountains

A large Plains Bison bull collared by
Quicksilver Air’s Crew

Blake holding a coyote that was just netted.

Up and coming capture pilot Mark Stott played an integral roll in this season’s captures. Mark
continues to demonstrate his quality flying abilities while already generating demand from
multiple biologists. Mark is currently working on a calf mortality study in Western Alaska for
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

Carotid Artery worms (Elaephora
Schneideri) can block the vessels in
moose ears and cause them to freeze
off. These are just one of many deadly
parasites Quicksilver’s crews check
wildlife for.

Pilot Mark Stott bags up an Antelope
On a capture in Texas

A perfectly placed shot, this Moose will soon be
yet another animal captured

We wish we had room for pictures from all projects. Thanks to everyone for your business.
Looking forward to working with our loyal lower 48 clients again.

Montana Biologist working with
Quicksilver to capture a cow elk

Best Regards,

Rick and Sharon Swisher & the Quicksilver Crew
Quicksilver Air Inc.
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